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Friday, August 30, 1996

Motorcycle crash claims Taraba; Yontz in serious condition
KRISTEN DEMAUNE
Thomas J. Taraba '97 was killed
and Philip M. Yontz '99 severely
injured in a motorcycle crash near
Rittman Wednesday evening.
The Wooster office of the Ohio
State Highway Patrol reported yesterday that the motorcycle was traveling westbound on Ohio 604 at
roughly 85 miles per hour. The
posted speed limit is 55 miles per
hour.
After running a stop sign, the vehicle went airborne upon hitting a
dip in the opposite side of the intersection. The vehicle then went off
of the west side of the roadway
before striking a ditch and a sign.
Taraba was pronounced dead on
the scene; Yontz is currently in intensive care at Akron City Hospital.
At press time, his condition was
serious.
Funeral arrangements for Taraba
are listed at right.
The Highway Patrol will continue
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pus community, and because

Wooster is such a closeknit community where people care deeply about
one another, this event has an enormous impact on each of us individually. The thoughts of all of us are
certainly with the families of these
young men."
Dean of Students Ken Plusquellec
sent a memorandum to the campus-at-larinforming them of Taraba's
death and Yontz's injuries Wednesday morning.
Members of the College's counseling staff, including Linda
ge

Morgan--

campus minister,

Clement,

have been and will continue to be
available for support and counseling.
Counselors may be contacted for
individual appointments by calling
the Student Health Center at x23 19;
Morgan-Clememay be contacted
in Lowry Center at x2558.
nt
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Thomas J: Taraba, 21, of Poland, Ohio

photo courtesy of News Service!
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their investigation through the
middle of next week. In addition,

they have indicated that no cherges
will be filed as the driver is deceased. Blood alcohol levels for
both occupants were not available
at press time.
According to the Wooster Daily
Record, Orrville police had pursued the motorcycle to Orrville city
limits minutes before the crash; however, the Orrville Chief of Police
could not be reached to confirm this
information.
President-eleR. Stanton Hales
issued a prepared statement saying,
"Everyone associated with the College shares a profound sense of loss
over Tom Taraba' s death and a deep
concern for Phil Yontz. They have
been valued members of this cam-
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Philip M. Yontz, 19, of Dover, Ohio

Risley memorial Sept. 13
Longmeadow, Mass., Risley was
elected
of next spring's
women's lacrosse team.
Risley scored 52 goals and contributed 13 assists in three years
with the women's lacrosse team.
She was named to first-tea-

KRISTEN DEMALINE

,

co-capt- ain

On Friday, September 13, the campus memorial service for Katherine
(Kate) Risley '97 will be held at
7:30 pjn. in McGaw Chapel.
Risley was killed in a July 15
boating accident in Georgian Bay.
Ontario, where she was working at a
resort.
The Associated Press reported that
four people were thrown into the
bay when two boats collided roughly
28 miles northwest of Parry Sound
in the S hawanaga Island area near
Pointe au Baril.
Police divers recovered Risley's
body in 30 feet of water.
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All-Midw- est

by the United States
Women's Lacrosse Association this
spring after scoring 29 goals and
seven assists, third overall on the
team.

Linda

Morgan-Clemen-

the

t,

Henry Jefferson Copeland Campus

Minister, is currently planning
Risley's memorial service.

III

some information, cover stories,
provided by News Services

An English major from East

V

photo couiteiy of Rebecca Rosorook '98

Kate Risley (third front kft), 21. of East Longmeadow, Mass.

Funeral arrangements for-- Taraba
Higgins Funeral Home, Poland
Chapel, Poland, Ohicv-- ,
, ,
Monday,September2,9:15 ajiC
Service at Higgins Funeral Home
Monday, September 2. 10:00
a.ro Funeral Mass at Holy Family
Church, across the street from
Higgins Funeral Home.
Directions to Higgins Funeral

:

Home. Poland Chapel, Poland,
Ohio;
, SJR. 76 East to 680
680 toPolandExhonto S.R.224

Sunday. September 1.4--8 p. rm.
Calling Hours,
:

;
;:

SJfc.224 loops around and heads

east (beware of speed change to 25
mph).
:i Continues on 224 through three
signal lights. Higgins Funeral Konvv Poland
Chapel, is on the left, (new church
construction is across the street).
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News
Search committee names Kirk director of security
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August 30, 1996

Kirk cites education and crime prevention as goals for Security
Joe Kirk took over the position of
Director of Security this summer
after the departure of former director Keith James to Oberlin. Kirk is
settling in to his new role in the
campus community, and is planning
to increase the visibilty and numbers of the security force.
Kirk has already been active on
campus by attempting to "give the
presence of a warmer environment
for security."
"Students," said Kirk, "must see
myself and the security officers as
accessible." To that end. Kirk has
been introducing himself and talking with students. Most of these
conversations, according to Kirk,
have been to further his, "efforts
toward crime prevention."
"Kirk is approachable and will
be have a very visible and very active role with members of the campus community," said Dean of Students Ken Plusquellec, chair of the
committee that selected Kirk from

--

.

three finalists. Plusquellec also said
that, "Kirk's emphasis and the way
he does his job has a very strong
educational aspect to it."
Kirk feels that education is a vital
part of his job. "A student's education does not begin or end in the
classroom," said Kirk. The new
director of security hopes to go to
residence halls and host programs to
make students more aware of security concerns.
Kirk listed crime prevention and
deterring crime as the specific duties and goals of a security force.
Kirk said that Wooster Security must
be, "a more visible force." He also
said- that his force felt that it was,
"very part of the community," and
that this was an' asset to working
with the community.
On the subject of reaction to
crime. Kirk stated that he has had
"good conversations so far with the
chief of the Wooster police," as well
as with local business and community leaders.
Intimidation and attacks by town
-

-

.-

members on College of Wooster students were important issues last year.
The number of students who were
victims accostedby drive-b- y eggings
and similar incidents increased. Kirk
stated that there has already been an
incident of intimidation this year.
Two female students walking down
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As students' begin the
demic year, many still await closure for the
year just passed. Long afterprofessors computed semester grades and students turned
in their ISs, the yearbook staff has not yet
distributed copies of the 1996 Index.
Production of the 1996 Index did not run
smoothly. There was a large amount of
turnover within the staff,, and because of
this, the staff had difficulty making their
deadlines. However, these problems have
had no bearing on the actual publishing.
Despite internal struggles, the Index made
its final deadline.,
Nicole Dodds 99,co-edito- r
of the Index,
did not deny the staff problems surrounding both planning and production-- These
problems only resulted in the postponement of production o late May. Since then,
Jostens, the company paid to publish the
yearbook, misplaced disks, photos and other
related items that are extrerpely difficult to
1996-199-
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Beall Avenue had a milkshake

thrown at them from a passing vehicle. The students quickly notified
the security office, supplying them
with a description of the vehicle.
The car later drove by the forewarned
security officers, allowing them to
follow and get the vehicle's license
plate number. "If we educate people
what they can do in that situation,
we can do the next step," said Kirk
of the incident Since the perpetrators were identified. Kirk says that
intimidation charges can be pressed
against the individuals. Kirk hopes
that this case will deter others, and
he believes that communication between security and the students and

mmmmm
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pbolo by Eric Bakkea

Karen Rafferty '99 talks to Director or Security Joe Kirk as
he makes his way around campus.

please see SECURITY, page 3

Yearbooks forthcoming
COLLEEN DUNN
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AARON RUPERT

like

would

replace. Errors at Jostens continue to
postpone productiorir
Students should receive their yearbooks
sometime in the middle of September, which
will be no easy feat for Dodds. In order to

to create

ensure delivery, she must drive to State
College, PA, to pick them up.
Dodds says that she is sympathetic to the
many complaints she has heard from students and parents. She understands their
disappointment and she hopes they will be
patient. "You can't rush printing and publishing. Everything has its time and its
methods. Students waiting for yearbooks
need to realize that all of the time and effort
that we put into it is also required at the

plant."
In future years, the Index staff will not
rely on Jostens for publishing, thus eliminating the possibility of similar difficulties
this year. Dodds assures students that they
should not discouraged from purchasing a
1997 Index because of the problems of the
1996 issue.

Writers of the World, Unite!
TheWooster Voice news department is looking
for staff writers to join the Solution in;
investigative and beat rqoiting.
CoOecaDaaa,aews editor
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Inaugural replaces convocation

Rea corrects housing
misconceptions
KATY GELDRICIl
At the end of last semester, housing had not yet accomodated 40 students. Despite the many rumors that
have been circulating, housing has
resolved this problem.
Every student at The College of
Wooster has housing. The college
is not putting students up at hotels,
and there are no
living in
Kennedy apartments, despite the
many rumors stating otherwise.
There are students who are living
in special sections and programs for
which they did not apply, as those
were the places that had available
space. Two RAs were moved as a
result of space issues. Elizabeth
Rea, director of housing, said, "RA
rooms are assigned in the spring.
One RA was assigned to a room that
wasn't meant for an RA in the first
place. RAs are assigned single
rooms, preferably ir. the middle of
the hall."
Every year there are seme students who do not get housed. Some
students choose not to go through
room draw. Rea said, "In the 17
years I've done this, I can only think
of one year wheri we didn't have
anyone unhoused." The explanation for this is twofold. First of all,
room draw is held in the spring semester before finals. Atthatpointin
the year, most siuder.ts think they
are coming back to Wooster, but
plans can change over the summer.
Some students choose to participate
in an
stdy program,
some take a leave of absence and
some students withdraw or are witb
first-yea-

off-camp-

rs

us

SUSAN WITTSTOCK

drawn from the College, resulting in
a lower number of students in the
fall In addition, the sophomore and
first-yeclasses this year are unusually large.
One major problem is that sophomores, new to the room draw process and last in line to choose rooms,
often end up without housing. These
students are accommodated by the
College before the new school year
begins. Jessica Powell '99 and Aaron
Moore '99 ended up without hous-ingthe end of last semester. Powell
found herself in Gable House, a special program house for Apple Creek
Development Center for which she
did not apply. When she first heard
that she would be housed there, she
was worried, but now she has joined
the program and is very happy there.
Moore was eventually housed in the
French suite in Luce, and although
neither he nor his roommate speak
French, they are not complaining
about the air conditioning.
There is enough housing for every student at the College, and there
are no immediate plans to build more
housing. Students may choose to
live off campus; others who choose
to go abroad help alleviate the housing crunch. There are about 75
students currently living
d
and about 50 more in
programs.
Rea says that "It speaks well for
Wooster that the college can keep its
classes full. That makes it possible
to retain the kinds of residential programs we want. It is a far greater
worry when the number of students
goes down."
ar
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DO YOU PLAN TO SIGN PARTY CONTRACTS:
If you do. you must attend an upcoming Party Contract Workshop.

Party Contract Workshops
Tuesday. September 0. 996
Thursday. September 19, 1996
1

1

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p m.
Taylor Room 1 10

,

Limited Space: For reservations call x2498
To sign a Party Contract you must be of legal drinking age and have attended a party
contract workshop. Remember, you need three members of your organization to sign a
contract There will be no tictption
W
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R. Stanton Hales will be installed
as president of the College next Saturday in the Oak Grove, on the same
day and in the same place that the

College's first president, Willis
Lord, was inaugurated in 1870.
Hales, as well as other members of
the inauguration committer, sees
Saturday's installation as a renewal
of this institution. "Institutions like
Wooster renew themselves in many
different ways, but inaugurations are
rare events, so particularly special,"
he said on Wednesday.

Plans for the coming week's
events began in April, with the formation of the inauguration committee. The committee composed of
faculty, trustees, administrators and
students has planned a variety of
events designed to celebrate Hales'
installation. The installation was
scheduled to be early in the year for

several reasons, according to
Raymond McCall, chair of the committee. "Early in the semester, energy levels tend to be quite high. We
thought it would be a great day to
.not only kick off a new administration, but a new academic year as
well," he said.
Because of the installation ceremony, there will be no convocation
ceremony this year. As normally
occurs at Convocation, seniors and
professors will formally process
wearing academic robes. Because it
is an installation ceremony, however, trustees and delegates from
other universities will also march in.
"To have two such
events coming together at the very
beginning of the year is very difficult to pull off. It would have been
a logistical nightmare," said Deborah
Hilty, secretary of the College, and
a member of the committee, in reference to why the two events were
not held separately. She explained
the expense of ordering 500 robes
for the seniors twice, as well as the
need for President Hales to compose two major speeches. Stephen Penrod '97, president of
SG A, and one of two students on the
committee, commented on the effect the change has on the senior
class. "It's not every year you have
a presidential inauguration," he said.
"So, on one hand we're lucky to be
all-camp-

.

us

,

involved in such a special chapter of
Wooster, but on the other hand it is
disappointing."
"The installation service itself is
steeped in tradition," said McCall.
John Dowd, vice president of the
Trustees, and the chair of the search
committee, will preside. .Trustee'
Chairman SStanley Gault will present
Hales with the key to Old Main, the
College's original humanities build- -.
ing, and the oath of office is the
same one used in 1873 for the second inauguration. In recognition of
the College's Presbyterian roots,
three prayers will be included: An
invocation given by the Rev. Carroll
Meyer of Westminster Church, an
t,
inaugural prayer by Linda
campus minister, and a
benedictiorfby Ned. W. Edwards, of
the Synod of the Covenant
said her prayer
...
will be ecumenical. It will refer to a
higher power but not necessarily in
ri
values."
Other elements include performance of a fanfare for trumpets and
timpani, entitled "S fanfare," com-

The inaugural week events were
designed to include all members of
the community. "A large amount of
the activities were planned with stu- dents in mind," said Penrod.
Hales said, "I wanted to make
sure as best we could, that the whole
affair allowed everyone to have involvement. (The Inauguration is
not so much for me as really a celebration of community."
The events will begin on Thurs- day, with a Wooster Forum entitled
"The Digital Revolution," presented
by Sven Birkerts, author of The
Twigg, vice president of Educom.
McCall said Birkerts will speak on
the value and need for books in a
technological society and Twigg will
speak on the merits of technology.
Other events include a poetry reading by Wallace, Friday at 4 p.m. in
Scheide Gault and a concert by
Duo atMcGawat7:30
Mite
p.m. "They are extraordinary jazz
musicians,"" McCall said.

Morgan-Clemen-

Morgan--

Clement

hell-Ru- ff

Judeo-Christia-

.

Security

posed by music professor Jack
Gallagher and a poem composed for

continued from page 2

theoccasion,entitled"Breakingand'
Entering" by poet Ronald Wallace
'67," director of the creative writing
program at the University of Wisconsin Madison.
The induction address will be

!

given by Edward O. Wilson;

:

Pellegrino University Professor at
Harvard. "He is considered one of

'
!

the world's greatest biologists,"
McCall said. In June, Wilson was
named one of the "25 Most Influential Americans" by Time magazine.
Hales will also give a speech.
"The setting and the music are
going to be just outstanding," said
Jeffery Hanna, the College's director of public relations, and also a
member of the committee, referring
to the traditional procession led by
the Scot Pipers through the Grove.
"Few other colleges would be able
to have that kind of procession.
People who come here for the first
time are very stunned by it." Hanna
is working to give the installation
national attention, and to that end
will send information concerning
the event to the Chronicle of Higher
Education, as well as national
and magazines.
news-pape- rs

;

i

'
;

education are the keys to stopping
these attacks.
Plusquellec also cited Kirk's experience at the Universitv of Penn- sylvania as important to his hiring.
Kirk was in charge of the security of
14 residential halls on campus. He
dealt with student guards and con-- ;
tracted security guards, ran crime
prevention programs and worked
with the University of Pennsylvania
police force on a number of occa-- i
sions.
Kirk also has plans for the future.
While he stated that he still wants to
examine the current structure of the
College's security force, he already
plans to hire more officers to lessen
the wait for escorts. Kirk also plans
to increase bike registration to help
deal with bike theft and work on the
men
parking situation so upper-clasget to register for parking before
s

first-year- s.

Kirk relocated to Wooster for.
many reasons. "My wife is from Mt
Vernon," said Kirk, "and we wanted
to relocate to this area." Kirk also
cited his four children as a reason to
leave UPenn.
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Insight
Wooster
Seniors' ceremonial march into history

Convocation is not held each year for the sole purpose of showcasing the
senior class. Since it was announced that Prexy Hales inauguration will
replace the traditional opening ceremonies, complaints have been voiced
that seniors are not getting the time in the spotlight that they deserve. Wake
d
up. seniors! Hales' inauguration is going to be one of the most
Convocation,
events Wooster has seen in recent history. Unlike
all faculty, the Board of Trustees and area media will attend to see you
resplendent in your caps and gowns. You still get to march and you still get
the only thing different is that
to smile politely through speeches;
you get to share in the celebration as Wooster inaugurates its UXh president.
We have not always been so fortunate as to be included in campus events.
The administration very easily could have made participation in the
inauguration by invitation only, as they did with the opening of the Flo K.
Gault Library for Independent Study. The committee has worked very hard
to make the festivities inclusive to the campus community, and has shown
good judgment in not taking up the school's monetary and temporal
resources to hold both the inauguration and Convocation in so short a
timespan. The inauguration will start this school year as well as Convocation would have and we have a new president to boot.
widely-attende-

in-fac-
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Family values, College of Wooster style
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Being a College of Wooster student for me always means more'than
just hitting the books and striving
for good

'

Mariama Whyte

ftrmes"
r e -

fleeting and taking full advantage
of what is most important to me:
my life and my love for my family
and friends. The lessons I have
learned about myself, the friendships I have made, and my family

support nave been invaluable.
Still, in the midst of everyday activities, it can be easy to forget
that these strengths are what keep
me looking forward to another
day. Unfortunately. I as well as
the rest oftrc College cornm unity
have been reminded lately that our
tomorrows are not always promised
to us. It seems lately that the saying,
"Never take life for granted" is becoming louder and clearer in our
ears than ever before.
The deaths of Kate Risley '97 this
xummer, Tom Taraba '97 two nights

ago, and the critical condition of
Philip Yontz '99, have definitely
made us think more about our own
lives. My mind is overwhelmed by
the pain that I, as well as family and
friends, are going through. What I

Unfortunately, I as well as
the rest of the College
community, have been
reminded lately that our
tomorrows are not always
promised to us.
hope to lend is comfort and sympathy to everyone who is grieving. It
is difficult enough concentrating on
schoolwork when we are constandy
telling ourselves that life seems unfair and asking ourselves, "Why?"
Although I do nothave the answer to
this question, I know, through my
own experiences, mat time and love.
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heal all wounds. During our healing

process, treasuring our present
friendships and those that have
passed will only help us to smile
brightly again. As our own lives
move forward, we must always remember that the friendships that
we have made, the support we
have received from others and the
lessons we have learned about ourselves have not been in vain. In
dealing with these tragedies, we
are being taught that the bonds
mat we have made with others
certainly last forever. I want to
offer my own belief that although
our tomorrows are not guaranteed, we can pronnse ourselves to
niake the bestout of every minute
of our lives even in our times of
grief. In this time and always, celebrate your friendships and the bonds
that you will always share.

Mariama Whyte is a

co-edit-

of

or

Viewpoints for the Voice
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Voice
The Wooster
Established

Letters to the Editor are welcomed. Please submit your opinion in writing
either via email or "snail mail" to the following addresses:

1

Several mornings during each semester, students check their mailboxes
to find the tiny carbon copy of their bill from the treasurer's office. These
statements serve as a way of notifying student! that their parents have
indeed found out where they stand financially. But, this is not true for all
parents and guardians. Bills referring to the accounts of students whose
parents live apart are sent to only one of their addresses.
Society's concept of a family has generally consisted of two married
heterosexual adults and their child or children, but this is becoming much
less the norm. Laws and policies are being revised to accomodate the
changing times. One must then wonder why the administration of the
College is dragging its feet. When students with divorced parents wish their
mailings to be sent out in duplicate thus keeping both parents equally
informed, the administration flatly denies their request, saying that the
computers and current billing system cannot accommodate the act of
Dtintinst out bills in duplicate. Rather, the College recommends that
students photocopy the campus mailings and send them the other parent.
How ironic at the end of last semester, the College's system had no
trouble with duplicate mailings of form letters requesting donations for its
"Campaign for the '90' s."
In an age when non traditional families are becoming more and more
common, the College needs to reevaluate its billing and mailing procedures. If parents from non traditional families are important enough to
donate money to College funds then they should also be important enough
to be kept up to date on their child's affairs.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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"JVhen 'Townie' met Fenske": one woman's story
When I was a

first-yea-

a townic

r,

tried to flip a lit cigarette into the
hair of one of my friends. She was

ia the
fnYkigf

Sarah Fenske

T a c o
Bell, making her way towards a
bean burrito or maybe a chicken
soft taco supreme, and there was a
group of townies standing in the
way. As she eased past them, one
of the locals flicked his cigarette
and then cursed as it narrowly
missed her head.
Needless to say, this experience
was a formative one for my friend as
well as all of us who beard it. Our
first impression of the Wooster residents was that they werejerks, obnox-kx- is
jerks who sinoked unficxcdciga-rette- s
and tried to light helpless little
first-yefemales on fire.
Later minglings with townies reinforced this first impression. The
locals always seemed to cruise Beall
Avenue on Friday nights, driving
monster pickups with neon lights
glowing from the underbelly. The
bolder the glow, the more obnoxious the driver. Green neon meant
the guy might yell "Hey, baby" and
'whistle. Purple could indicate a
certain propensity towards powering the truck onto the tree lawn and
plowing over poor college students
on their way to Drug Mart. These
incidents became security alerts, and
ar

soon
even the most naive first-yeknew enough to be wary of the
dreaded townies.
So, like my peers, I assumed that
when I met a townie. I would know.
I thought that townies would wear
ar

not have unnecessarily large belt
buckles or twangy dialect or dirt
underneath their fingernails. They
were, in fact, dressed a bit better
than the average college student,
and when they talked, they sounded
intelligent

passed the torch, I thought I am
now helping others the way I was
once helped. I got all warm and
fuzzy inside.

That feeling lasted until the conthe same worries as my own. My
versation shifted, and my companions began giving me advice. first Saturday night back ia
tight jeans that were greasy at the
They knew where to get the best Wooster ended in aa epiphany of
Our conversation went something
seams and tight in the butt, along
bagels in Wooster, which stores sorts.
like this:
with cowboy boots and belt buckI think I am going to stop telling
seems
would sell alcohol to minors,
there
TOWNIES:
Since
to
les as big as a tractor. I thought
story about the cigarette at Taco
the
drawl and call me girlie be no parties going on here, do you where there were secluded parks BelL From now on, I don't think I'D.
they would
-(as in, bow ya doin girlie?") think we should try one of the bars in which to frolic. It dawned on just assume townies are ignorant
me that these were no
and, of course, use my
bumpkins with belt buckles bigger
first-year- s,
ordinary
head as an ashtray.
we are and when tbey started than their brains. I won't think that
us,
and
people
like
are
townies
Part of college is
anymore. Instead I'D think of
not stupid, then we can conclude that probing me a bit more way
learning, however, and
quiet
little hamlet of Wooster,
the
about my feelings on
townies are not stupid. Simple logic.
as everyone knows, it is
place every child should
kind
the
of
the subject of townies.
possible to learn outside
I'U think about how it is
grow
up
in.
I became very suspiof the classroom. After
August by college
every
invaded
cious indeed. When they finally
all, at a liberal arts college, the world in town?
and Tevas,
students
Trackers
in
ME: I would never go to a bar in admitted tbey didn't know what
is your classroom, and life your
rap
music
and booting
blasting
their
an SOC was, the whole truth came
town! They're filled with townies!
That is how I learned somethink
I
will
of us, the
beer.
their
TOWNIES: The townies here are tumbling out These guys talking
thing new on my firstSaturday night
being
the interas
students,
college
to me, the ones who had seemed so
back in Wooster, and how I came to pretty bad?
townies,
and
instead
the
lopers
of
ME: Oh, yes! They drive these average and normal, were actually
the realization that townies are
maybe next time a townie is driving
nasty trucks and try to pick up townies.
people too. '
down Beall trying to get to work, I
Funny enough, we didn'tstop talkFurthermore, townies are people women! And if we don't comply,
will not step right out in front of hint
they try to run us over! They are ing even after this revelation. I and make him shun on his brakes.
just like you and me.
A townie, in fact, could pass as a hicks arid they throw cigarettes in guess I realized that they were not
Maybe I won't spit on their lawns
the kind of guys to drive pickup
r.
people's hair! And they wear cowI jog past
as
If townies are people like us, and boy boots and blast country music! trucks onto the sidewalk, and
I won't call them townies.
Maybe
TOWNIES: Do you know any whetheror not they listened to counwe are not stupid, then we can conI will think of them as
Maybe
try music didn't become an issue. I
clude that townies are not stupid. townies?
is, after all, what they
people.
That
began to realize that I had misjudged
ME: As if!
Simple logic So it should not have
Cowboy
boots and alL
are.
thought
At that moment I felt like a wise the residents of Wooster. I
been a great surprise to me when I
bad
I
them,
but
about
all
old upperclassmen, passing on bits I knew
met townies on the Quad on SaturSarah Fenske is the Features
day night. Naturally, I didn't realize of treasured knowledge with a few never really talked to one, and never
editor for the Voice
they were
they were townies at first TbeyOKi fortunate new students. I have now bothered to find out who
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first-yea-

orientation

Merits of first-year African-America- n

and the greater community stand to gainjrom us connnuaiwn

Why the College
There are many adjustments for
first-yestudents to make upon arriving at the College, such as being
away from
home for
,.
ar

Ebony Green

and what they believed. I had
never stopped to think that a townie
might read the same book I read,
or that a townie's worries could be

extended

M

aiwwr of time, effectively handling

an increase in academic rigor, living
in close quarters with others, and
managing freedom responsibly
while simultaneously enjoying time
oa campus. These adjustments are
typical of moat firstryear students,
but for some students, in the first--

year class, the transition is even
greater. As an African-Americstudent there were more adjustments
that I had to make while attending
the College that many other stutake for granted. For instance,
ck
more often than not I am the only
an

African-Anjericaostudemmacl-

ass,

and, due to this circumstance, some
of my opinions are perceived by
students as the opinions or asserstutions of all
true.
dents. This is not
There is also an adjustment to the
town. My first year in Wooster, I
African-Americ-

an

had a cashier drop my change on the
floor as she tried to drop my change
into my palm and not touch my
hand. Having witnessed the same
cashier lay the change directly into

About anything ... tell us what you think.
Tell the whole world what you think. Now.

dotrtknowlwwtodealwithit The

assumption is made that all
students have dealt with
racism all of their lives, but I know
students who claim to never have
experienced racism until at- reanother customer's hand, I
tendinx this College. In an
ceived a rude awakening about
effort to prepare African-AmericattitutomrheiownofWooster.
be true,
may
may
This
students for some
Some of my other "experiracism
remains
of these issues and situations,
ences'' with the townspeople the
a separate orientation is held
include being cut out while does exist in Wooster, on
to provide coping mechawaiting in a checkout line as I campus,
some students do
nisms and support systems
was having my items registered,
with iL
deal
to
how
know
for them.
having racial slurs yelled at me
the program may
Forsc
recervana
cars,
from passing
already
an
perpetuate
ing comparatively slow service
promote
the iwtion
or
offkprovideduAnTCanAmeriia restaurants. Last year's incident
as needy and
of
"
a
uiM-jwamw
ia which a group of
nnaoieBnjncnuniiwcTwjrwjewsc.
women were chased by a truck ratecrieritationrjrcrampnortotneir
. new stutUesmm
.
. .
- .ft.
n
the- statistics show that those
But
general
participation
the
in
displaying a Confederate flag was
sup-pe-rt
and
without these rnechanisms
an extreme, but the tension does dem orientation.
leave
likely
to
arenwre
systems
I have beard on several occasions
exist, and it does affect the way
that it is unfair to single out the the College before they are able to
function
some
African-Americstudents from the graduate. In the grander scheme of
on this campus.
students
orientation. things,
student
new
general
College
Many students attend the
greater
holds
far
graduate
inability
to
Because they are being set apart,
as a result of the welcoming envifor
implications
creaied-whimay
not
ch
ronment they perceived while visit-in-g tension is
and the future of this country than
have been present prior to the sepathe College, but if these students
may
the ramifications of a separate ori- may
or
This
orientation.
experate
were to come to Wooster and
'
not be true, but the fact remains that entation.
rience a hostile or unwelcome enviracism does exist in Wooster, on
Ebony Green is a columnist for
ronment these students would probthe Voice
ably leave the College. The city of and off campus, and some students

or

fact

and

not
that

African-Americ-

an

an

but

and off

not

segre-eaiedca-

African-Americ-

Do you have any opinions at all?

Wooster, as well as the College,
cannot change its environment overnight As a resultof this realization,
the Office of Black Student Affairs,
in conjunction .with several other

African-Arnerica-

an

African-Ainerica-

W

mr

ns

,...

-

-

ns

an

African-Americ-
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Ode on a Grecian Summer: "Electra" and the Hagia Sophia

whole course of my summer

of clear blue

skies, gorgeous turquoise water
shimmering beneath an Aegean sunset, and the pillars of the Parthenon
standing resistant to the march of
time. The biannual Wooster in
Greece trip would be happening
tour
again, complete with a
of Greece and two courses taught
'
right there in the cradle of civilization. .It wouldn't be a bad way to
spend a summer break, I thought
Hey , so what if it entails a little more
school work? I can manage that, I
decided; after all, this is the kind of
experience I have always wanted.
The experience I got matched my
expectations. We had been in Athens for three days when it was time
for us to depart on our first field trip,
if you can call a week in the Greek
islands a field trip. Our boat docked
in Iraklion, Crete, and we went out
to gaze upon ancient stone monuments of overwhelming magnitude.
six-we-

ek
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answering
service is now available
for campus use!
The $7.00month cost
can be divided among
roommates.
Charges will appear on
ACUS phone bills look
for signup forms in
housing packets and at
the Lowry Center
information desk, or
callx2393.
AUDIX

Applicants for

TURN THEIR FORMS

.

the legendary Agamemnon and

Palamides Castle, a Venetian fortress which several members of our
group decided to storm the
way, by climbing up the whole
breathlandscape
the
Not only was
taking, but you could actually damned thing.
Finally, we ended up in Istanbul,
breathe. The air, land and water
seemed pristine compared to what the spot where East literally meets
we are used to in the States. The West, since the city spans across
Europe and Asia. Istanbul was an
slides I had seen in my Introduction
to Archaeology class the previous experience in and of itself, a place
fall represented the real color I saw where everyone on the trip wished
they had more time. It was exotic,
while in Greece. Classical studies
with minarets poking at the sky
hadn't
professor Tom Falkner
touchecNhem up to entice wide-eye- d above modern apartment buildings
Midwestern boys like me to as the daily calls to prayer echoed
come and visit this land. It is so through the twisting alleys of the
ruggedly beautiful that it needs no metropolis. The city that inspired
Agatha Christie to write "Murder
such airbrushing.
The rugged splendor of Greece is on the Orient Express" at the Hotel
most powerful in Sounion. The site Pella Palas instilled a sense of adof the temple of Poseidon, Sounion, venture in all of us, and Trevor
lies at the southern tip of Attica, Horsfall 96, Harsh Toprani '96,
extending its rocky finger into the and I decided to take a leisurely
hike to Asia. It wasn't a
Aegean as a marker for sailors in eight-howalk,
but then again, not evcenturies past. Now this sacred bluff short
that they have walked
say
can
eryone
world,
the
beckons the lovers of
who flock here on warm summer to another continent.
The day after this little expedinights to watch the sun change the
creamy gray marble columns a fiery tion, I found myself sipping tea in
orange, inspiring young couples to front of the Hagia Sophia, trying to
exactly J .was .and.
marry and older ones to renew their fathom-wh- er
howl had ended up there. 1 tridd to
feelings.'
Our adventures led us through the reason what I was seeing and learnPelopenesse to places like Argos ing in my mind, but I decided my
'
and Epidauros where we saw efforts were futile. It had been too
"Frogs" by a theater company from much to even make sense of, and so
I decided just to go along for die
the University of Detroit at Argos

.

The ruins of the temple of Athena at Delphi
'J

-

1

ItwasJuly. I was sitting in Istanbul
outside the Hagia Sophia sipping
apple tea when I thought to myself,
"Hid I ever expect to be here a year
ago?" The answer was obviously
no, and for good reason. I was far
from home, and it was my first time
overseas. Besides, at this time last
summer I was mowing grass at a
golf course, and that same cruel fate
which our friends down the road at
the Agricultural Technical Institute
study would have undoubtedly been
mine again.
One winter day, however, the
changed. I saw slides

and "Electra" at the ancient theater
of Epidauros, the same one that has
been in use since about the fourth
century B.C. In Nauplion we visited places like Mycenea, home of

The idea that people could have
built something so sophisticated
thousands of years ago amazed us.
Beyond the ruins, the magnificent
Greek countryside stretched out before us. This sight was quite a
change from the 300 acres of grass
that I would have had to cut every
day back home.

MICHAEL DIPAOLO

I

M.

M

'I

'X

-

-'
Six weeks after I had arrived, I sat
on the plane and watched Greece
slowly disappear behind me. I was
saddened, but I was already planning my return. I leaned back in my

ride.

--

photo by Sarah Conway

seavflipped on my walkman, and
thought about how cutting the grass
all summer cannot even begin to
compare with traveling across
Greece. I was glad I had come along

for the ride.

James Harris of G.

E. Lighting

Cleveland, OH 44112,
is coming to Career Services to
recruit Junior students for summer

internships and seniors for
employment Involving computers.

Sign up now
in Career Services
for Tuesday, Sept. 3rd!
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R. Stanton Hales' shocking past life as TV's Mr. Belvedere!

Elvis sighted purchasing unlubricated Trojans at Mom's Truck Stop; first-yeaDAVID COOPER
When Ben Larson '97 told me
that Huey Lewis achieved a perfect score on his math SAT, I was
beside myself with astonishment.
"Imagine ... ". I thought, " ... the
creator of the literary and musical
masterpiece 'It's Hip To Be
Square' is also a mathematical
genius! A renaissance man!" A
fuzzy feeling swept through my
body as I began to picture Huey
finishing the SATs early, and then
using the side margins to doodle
some brilliant lyrics such as "She's
got it allHot lovin every night
She's got heart and soul." Soon
into my fantasy, however, a troubling sensation crept through my
being doubt.
I could not help but worry at the
possibility that this was just another phony rumor. I'm not suggesting that Ben Larson would intentionally deceive me, but with
rumors such as these, the reliability of the origin is usually impossible to determine. In my naive
days of youth, a classmate convinced me that if I were to go visit
Russia, a large man at the boraer

forming me thai: a) Greg Brady
dated the Brady mom in real life,
b) Richard Gere "gerbiled," c)
Guns N' Roses lead singer Axl
Rose once brawled with rapper Ice
Cube, and d) Life cereal spokeskid
Mikey died when his stomach .
up as a result of eating
blew
such stories ever since,
candy and drinking
Pop
Rocks
though, of course, that doesn't
more
and
questions
same time.
These
the
at
Coke
them
stop me from passing
for great truths
my
search
As
point
to
the
my
brain
at
gnawed
on.
fy
'99
Buf
continued,
In any case, I got to wonwhere it became, essentially, recounted the Lundgren
when
days
dering what sorts of rumors shredded beefcjerky. That was
"Arnold from 'Different
had floated around the childa
devised
so
to
hurt,
starting
Strokes had a weird urinary
Had
my
classmates.
hoods of
problem
and couldn'thave
they heard the one about plan to put an end to the
Reagan was
"Nancy
and
sex,"
Michael Jackson sleeping in
was
She
also kind
on
crack."
an oxygen tank with his pet
me a ruwith
enough
to
share
they
monkey, Bubbles7 Did
school,
"There
high
her
mor
from
know that George The Animal" typed in the sentences below.
my
biology
rumor
that
this
was
that
Kelly Roihman '99 heard
Steele was a successful psychiatrist before he began ripping up Elvis used to sleepon plastic sheets teacher had to get his left testicle
because he could not control his cutoff. I don't know why. They
turnbuckles for the World Wresbowels, but others argued that said that he got a silicone implant
tling Federation? What else "happened" that my part of the country though the leaky bowels part was put in, but something was wrong
true, what he really slept on was a with it, and you were supposed to
never heard about? These quesleopard-ski- n
rug. In any case, one be able to tell if you looked at his
my
brain
at
gnawed
tions and more
to the point where it became, es- .thing was for sure Elvis died on pants."
Matt Carpenter '99 was also
sentially, shredded beef jerky. the toilet Juicy tidbits, indeed,
by a fascinating tale from
struck
more.
debut I needed
That was starting to hurt, so I
school. His English
high
his
me
supplied
'99
Larson
Jesse
vised a plan to put an end to the
us stories of Viet- "told
teacher,
information,
in
wealth
a
of
with
shred
I
had
only
Though
gnawing.

gate would force me. to wear a
wooden ring on my finger. Then,
if I didn't leave the country within
12 hours, the ring would begin to
poison my brain, thereby turning
me into a crazed Communist So,
I have been a little wary of

flee in panic

rs

ded beef jerky to work with, my
plan was brilliant: I would wander
around campus and pose these
questions to my fellow students!
And I did. For your convenience,
my findings can be found neatly

I

'

nam and his days in the army and
how he was instructed to kill
combat by
people in
gouging people's eyes out and
pulling their faces off."
Probably the most bizarre story
I heard is. of course, also sworn to
be 100 percent accurate. Doug
Boettner '00 explains, "There was
una rumor that an eighth-gradscrewed his false leg in class and
battered his teacher across the head
with it." Yes, Doug.
Perhaps most alarming was the
rumor that "Weird Al" Yankovic
is the Unabomber. For the love of
God, America, if you are going to
slander someone, please don' t pick
on Al. Instead, spread a nasty
rumor about Sly Barbs "98.
After hearing these and more,
I'm not really sure what I've determined except that sometimes
violence with prosthetic limbs can
be pretty funny. Anyway, the
gnawing at my brain has stopped
for the time being, and I should be
feeling better as soon as I figure
out if it's really true" that Kirk
Cameron converted to the Jewish
faith and eloped with Sammy
hand-to-ha-

nd

er

'

Davis, Jr.

first-yeafor
advice
tasty
and
tidbits
hints,
Helpful
what ain't in 'The Scot's Key
rs

What your momma won't tell you, what your daddy don't know, and
it Brian Friedman 97 also
warns, "Don't trust your advisers
because they're not experts in all
Each year, along with the throngs
If you're going to
upperclassmen, a departments.
of campus-wis- e
department, disanother
major
in
new group of people arrives here in
chair of that deWide-eye- d
the
with
plans
cuss
and
Wooster.
most of them seem to have partment and it will save you from
trouble blending in, at least for the headaches later."
lecOther challenges are your closet
first few weeks.
is that really a room?) and your
possi(or
tures from parents couldn't
roommate. It's not easy living
new
really
broccolini
what
tell
them
bly
in cramped quarters with someone
is, and even three days of orientation don't help them find the best you've never met before. Don't like
parties or learn how to beg their the way your room looks? Milk
and
way into a class. What is it that crates make great
the color copier in the library can
upperclassmen know that first-yeadon't? What information can turn your favorite pictures into posters. Lofts can double the size of a
turn even the most fresh first-yematchbox room, and your door can
student?
college
into a confident
Upperclassmen are surprisingly be turned into a museum-worth- y
mosaic Is your roommate annoycandid,-an- d
their advice is defiing? Try throwing a colored sheet
nitely worth listening lo.
his head and take him to art
over
a
be
won't
semester
Your first
class as "An Abstract in Motion."
Cakewalk. As former first-yeNot a permanent enough solution?
Mike Sestili '99 learned, "You acTwo words: super glue.
Professors
study."
tually have to
Dorm life is a whole new experidon't fall for excuses about misplaced homework even if you ence aswelL Upperclassmen have
spruce up the old lines and tell learnedthat people can see right in
when the blinds
them your audacious quaggy whelp
mandicated your requisite which aren'tdown and that custodians have
the funniest way of showing up right
was to be completed at your residence. In other words, the dog ate when you're tryuig to sneak back to
your homework. In high school, your room in yoV toweL "Never
they might have been impressed by leave your roomyinlocked when
you're in the showfcr," notes Kami
the sheer force of your vocabulary;
in college, they aren't going to fall Marquardt '99, and rightly so. Your
for

SARAH KRUSE

map-totin- g,

Last-minu- te

file-holde- rs,

rs

ar

ar

fim-floorindo- ws

friends may discover that toilet papering dorm rooms can be as much
fun as doing their best friend's yard
back home was. Upperclassmen
also advise becoming good friends
neighbors. It
with your next-docomes in handy when you have to
ask them to turn down the radio at
four in the morning.
Having trouble finding a radio
station that doesn't blare bad music
all day? Paul Vodra '97 has a solution "Get your own radio show
ASAP!" Other forms of entertainment upperclassmen have discovered include: roUerblading on the
top of McGaw, singing musicals in
Kauke Arch, eating live goldfish
the list goes on. Lowry trays make
great sleds, and Sarah Skelly '99
says, "Everyone should learn how
or

to play Frisbee!"

Finding food on campus that is
to say, real food does not mean
searching for hickory nuts or digging for roots. Be creative at meals.

"You can make great root beer
floats." says Paul Vodra. Others
make pita pizzas and garlic bread;
even the zany combination of
Golden Grahams, red jello and vanilla pudding tastes great. Looking
snack? Every upperfor a
late-nig- ht

classmen knows the number

263-PAP-

A,

and Mom's Truckstop

doesn't have too many
in the parking

lot

18-wheel- ers

Lucien Holmes '99 teaches Garrett Siegers
Wooster style
'00 banjo-picki-n'
Each year's Baby Book attracts
single and sometimes
upperclass males hoping to shag
first-yewomen with witty pickup lines they 'veusedahundred times
before, although many upperclass
students advise not hooking up too
quickly, because on a campus the
size of Wooster. choices can become limited way too soon. Others
like Marquardt say, "Find a hot soccer player and go for it" There are
no chaperones at college dances
making sure you're a "safe" distance apart and thebe will be no
not-so-sin-

ar

V

gle

p"

Eric

Bk

parents coming home early. A sock
on the door might be a good way to
warn your roommate, though, that
you're riot looking for a threesome.
might seem
Being a first-yerough at first, but soon you'll be
right at borne, and you will be able
to lose the map, if it hasn't worn out
from overuse already! There is really no cause for worry, with plenty
.of upperclassmen willing to hook
up... or rather, to help you don't
be afraid to ask. The worst thing
they could do is throw some
broccolini at you. KABAMM!!!
ar

WKRKRNnl

Primitive Radio Gods and the
one-h- it
wonder sensation

"Trainspotting
storms the States

Danny Boyle's latest adds meaning
and dark humor to a dull summer

RYAN MURREY

the hip Sick Boy. the straight-lace- d
NAT MlSSILDINE
Tommy, the geeky Spud and the
violent, alcoholic monster Begbie.
Along with US. athletic
From the startof the film we know
humidity and Bob Dole
something
momentous is afoot here.
what
full
was
of
jokes, this summer
scene the main charopening
the
In
"the
call
inclined
to
might
be
one
through
the dirty, crumbig movies." These are the movies acters run
city with who
their
streets
bling
of
concepts
and
with huge stars, high
on their tail.
cops
hot
the
but
else
the
saw
White
We
budgets.
inflated
House get blown up, Demi Moore "Choose life. Choose ajob. Choose
take her clothes off (again), Jim a career. Choose a family. Choose
Carrey try to keep a straight face and a big television. Choose sitting on
Disney turn the tormented the couch watching mindnumbing,"
game shows. Why
Quasimodo into a lovable
want
do that?" Renton
to
Auwould I
McDonald's Happy Meal toy.
watch him, arms
we
as
himself
asks
Moviegoers
like
diences flocked.
myself emptied their wallets and let. pumping, naming away from the
their minds be cultivated by police and hear Iggy Pop warbling in
Hollywood's shiny silver hoe.
guy" in his song, "Lust for Life."
Meanwhile, across the sea in die
film sets upackarus-against-theThe
differsomething
Kingdom
United
generation gap. The title,
ent, something fresh, exciting and
outlandish had sprung from the which breezes over the head of most
Americans, comes from the popular
screen. It wascanedTramspctting."
If you were lucky enough to live nobby in 1940's and 30's Britain in
near one of the seven screens in the which kids obsessively learned the
U.S. where this film played, you are names of the various types of
one of the privileged few in on the trains. Listening to the sound of a
train and being able to properly
juiciest secret of the summer.
name it became .known as
'Trainspotting" has been a snowself-importan-

ce,

spirit-crushi-

ng

m

balling sensation all throughout
Europe. It started as a book by
Irvine Welsh, was adapted to play
form and finally hit itbig as a movie.
The movie is directed by Danny
Boyle, whose first film was the en"Shallow
ergetically
Grave." "Trainspotting" has a
wholly different feeL While "Shalmean-spirit-

ed

low Che" showed the malevolence

greed

and

humans,

of

"Trainspotting" gives us the fury
and ecstasy of youth. And, yes,
most of the characters are heroin
users. Our narrator, Renton (Ewan
McGregor) has reached the point
where bemustmakeadecision about
the direction of his life. His friends,
ranging from the most sane to least,
are Diane, Renton's love interest.
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trainspotting. In a scene from the
book on which the film is based,
an old man approaches the group
of friends while they are scoring
heroin. He asks "Trainspotting
again, boys?," pitifully behind the
times. The book and film are
screaming to anyone who will listen that in the 90s the obsessions
have changed and the stakes have
been upped.
The majority of the crincism that
"Trainspotting" received and it has
received & lot (I haven't heard
whether Bob Dole has made it to a
screening yet) lambasted its
ebratkn of immorality. Its detract
tors said it notonly glorifies danger-pleasee -- TRAINSPOTTING".
page 9
se

In this day and age of music, it is
often necessary to classify the genre
of certain groups or performers, be
it alternative, classic rock, pop or

rap. People and artists complain
about this and every band out there
claims that their group defies classi-fkatior that they're "a little bit of
everything," and end up calling
themselves "pop metal" or "punk- on

There isn't an ounce
of originality on this
whole album, which is
probably why Ws so
successful.
funk."
There are as many different combinations of these labels as there are
combinatory of Skittles. However
Primitive Radio Gods with their new
release "Rocket" fit into almost perfectly into one classification: One
Hit Wonder.
Behold the power of the ."Buzz
Bin" (MTV's extremely successful
attempt at playing God with the
musk industry). The Gods have
gone from zero to hero with that
song that no one can ever remember
the full title to "Standing Outside
a Broken Phone Booth with Money
in My Hand." This song of course
fulfills all the requirements for the
ideal summer song: not too much of
of that, keep it
mis, not
simple, and for God's sake, don't
make anyone think. After all, it's
too-muc-

h

summer.
Unfortunately for MTV, the album doesn't have anything else as
catchy as "Standing Outside a Broken Pay Phone with Money in My

Hand Next to an Elderly Woman
Behind theCounter maSmaUTown
(and I Feel Fine)" so we can count
our blessings, not having to worry

Primitive Radio Gods, the next Right Said Fred?
.

about &e second coming of Hootie
and the Blowfish. The CD starts
with the track "Women," in which
singersong writer Chris O'Connor
synthesized drum
uses a beat-heaand guitars that suggest he's been
taking lessons from Roxette (a la
"She's Got the Look").
. This ensemble continues through
the next song "Motherfer,"
O'Connor's attempt at being political, which like the rest of the album,
is completely impotent and ineffective. However, this song includes
whatniaybeO'Qmnor'sfinestlyric
moment, aspiring to the likes of Def
Leopard in the use of cleverrhymes.
Here's a taste: "You talk about
justice and then go and bust us
Except for the chosen fewI got a
n
right to smoke whatever
I likeso tell me bow it got given to
you." I'm not exactly sure what
vy

God-give-

TtV--

ft

w

JT

O'Connor is implying with this, although I would like to see what
High Times has to say about this
particular song. As you can see, it's
the sarneokL same old, andO'Connor
seems to enjoy wallowing in it
In fact, there isn't an ounce of
originality on this whole album,
which is probably why it's so successful. The songs all sound the
same. In fact, you could probably
put it on repeat in your CD player
and not even notice when it starts
over again.
I surjpose if the only purpose music
served was to idly fill the 97 percent
of your brain capacity that's not in
for the
use and as a baby-sittRadio Gods
might be your cup of tea. And you
also might find yourself humming
"I only want tobe with you" as you
brush your teeth in the morning.
er
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Blockbuster anime with bootleg quality

Trainspotting"

lit

continued from page

"Battle Angel" comes through, showing the best in Japanese animation

AARON RUPERT

.

Maybe

So often female characters are
aside in anime, and it is

refreshing to see a female with
Gaily' s strength and convictions.
Anime is notorious for its sexism,
yet Gaily is consistently shown as
the strongest and most important
character in the plot There are

Good anime (or Japanese animation to laymen) is hard to find. Indeed, most of the classics of Japanese animation can only be found
bootleg copon
ies, distributed by brave individuals
who want to further the cause of
anime. Since most anime in video
retail stores is badly dubbed and full
of gore, sexism, and poorly-writte- n
scripts, it is difficult to recommend
anime that anyone can rent and enjoy. 'Battle Angel," an adaptation
of Yukito Kirhiro's popular manga
Cunnm (that's Japanese comic book
for the laymen) has the excellent art
and storyline that is found in
anime, and it is available in
most large rental outlets. The movie
cover portrays a small female with
blood on her hands and a large robot Some head manager somewhere must have been fooled into
anime,
believing it is
while it is actually some of the best
anime around.
"Battle Angel7 is the story of
Gaily, a female android living in a
futuristic society. Brought back to
life by an android doctor with a
on

lesser moments.
With all animation, the art is key.
Only Disney and some of the newer
series on weekday afternoons exceed the beauty and gracefulness of
Japanese animators. "Battle Angel"
is drawn in a notably Japanese style,
yet it differs from most Japanese
animation slightly. It almost reminds one of Aeon Flux, the MTV
serieswiththecloudyplotlines. That
it is different from most anime makes
it a greater treat for the eye.
An oddity about "Battle Angel" is
that it is subtitled. Mostanimeinthe
big rental stores is dubbed to satisfy
the American taste. I mean, it's
really hard to have to read and watch
a movie! Never mind that American
voice actors are, on average, quite
wretched compared to their Japanese counterparts. Some say mat

sh

mysterious past, she becomes a

well-draw-

out-thin- ks

de-stroy-ing

youcerv'tget

out-of-Ik- ad

Greek, I say that you can't get the
most out of your anime unless you can
at least hear the original Japanese.
Unlike most anime in video stores,
"Battle Angel" also touches on some
interesting subjects. In "Battle Angel," most of the citizens are attempting to get to Zalem, a floating
city where the upper class lives in
splendor while the workers live in
despair. This is precisely the class
split that many in our civilization
believe exist and they, way the various characters deal with this class
split is certainly food for thought'
"Battle Angel" is some of the best
anime that you can get at a rental

Weekend! needs writers!

Ifyou are interested in reviewing music,
films, concerts, plays, dance recitals and
sideshow acts,
GET YOUR TAIL IN HERE!
The Wooster Voice
x2598 C4187
Stqff meetings

4.-0-0

Wednesdays in the Voice office

right.

there too, but occasionally are

4hees
' unless you read
it in the original

--

are

(heaven forbid!) lovely. As Lou
Reed sings "Perfect Day" Ren ion
shoots up heroin and he and the
carpet sink gently into the floor.
The film buzzes with this sort of
surreal energy rarely present in cinema todayin another scene, Renkon
and Spudajkat a club, trying to
communicate over blasting music.
Their conversation is shown in subtitles, a convenient aide we've all
longed for in such circumstances.
We watch Spud blowing a job interview before a line-u- p
of frowning
employers and as his speech spins
frenetically out of control the room
begins to pull farther away from him.
Then, of course, there is the
toilet scene and dozens more.
But 'Trainspotting " is ultimately
not about drugs, any more than
"Leaving Las Vegas" was fundamentally about alcohol or "Pulp Fiction" was about violence. The reasons these films are labeled controversial is because people can't seem
to read beyond the context the story
has been placed in. "Trainspotting"
may disturb and scare many people.
So while the puritans and the squeamish turn and hide their faces in
their hands, Danny Boyle and bis
band of feisty misfits will be charging, arms pumping, through the
boundaries of modem cinema.
now-famo-
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Gaily, the strong female lead of "Battle Angel"
store. Rare because it is dubbed,
it costs. Go rent it twice, and hopewith great plot and art, and it is well
worth the hour and a half and the $4

fully the large video chains will get
more
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.
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bounty hunter of the criminal elements of her civilization, elements
that steal people's brains to use as
spare android parts.
This plotline could easily fall
apart, becoming an action slugfest
in which Gaily kills a new mutant
every 5 minutes. Indeed, the film's
few action sequences are impresn
sive and extremely
but
the plot does not revolve around
them. Instead, Kirhiro gives his
characters depth and feeling and
lets them tell their story of despair
and hope in the grim backdrop that
is Gaily 's world. A poignant love
story develops. Even the action sequences are unusual. Gaily
her opponents instead of
them with one, final punch.

r

shadows and outnumbers these

top-not- ch

hack-and-sla-

II

sections where this sexism creeps
into the background, but Gaily 's
strong performance clearly over-

they

"Trainspotting" has three, or four
characters that could be considered
dangerous drug users. What got
everyone steamed up is that the film
has the audacity to posit the notions
that one, heroin actually makes the
user feel good and, two, people who
use drugs may have a personality,
possibly even an interesting one.
"Take the best sex you've ever had
multiply that by a thousand and
you're still nowhere near it" describes Ren ion of the drug's effects
in one scene. The drug sequences
do not always show depravity and
misery, although such scenes are in

-:-

fourth-generati-

8

ous and destructive drug use, but
celebrates it
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Baby boom bonanza bodes well

Men's Soccer Starts
continues from page 12

unusual places and

found it.
This leadership wilt be tested
throughout the season and it will
carry us to the top of the NCAC."
The choice for this year's goalkeeper assignment will be quite difficult. The Scots have three high
quality keepers in Paul Elliot '97,
Steve Postal '98, and Matt Patsch
'99, who transferred to Wooster this
year. They all have excellent mechanics and it will be a tough decision for Coach Ford to make. He
wc ve

says, however, that his current
goalkeeping dilemma is a "nice
problem to have."
Overall, the men's soccer team is
poised to make a run for the NCAC
championship. The team, which is
rather young with only three seniors, worked hard both in the off
season and the preseason to come
back to compete in better mental
and physical shape. Coach Ford
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Talented field hockey team expected to shine

said, "On paper, our stengths are not
in individual players. As a team,
however, we'll be hard to beaL"

WASI HASSAN

The road to the top of the NCAC
will be a long and arduous one,
however. It is perhaps the toughest
schedule Wooster has played in the
past six seasons. They will take on
conference rivals, Wittenberg and
Ohio Wesleyan, in addition to several other strong teams. In the 1996
season, the Fighting Scots will take
on every team that advanced well
into the 199S NCAA regional tournament. Coach Ford designed this
tough schedule to keep the team
focused throughout the duration of'
the season.
Steve Postal '98 summed up the
road to Scot success this yearwhen
he said, The key to the season in
team unity. We have a strong
nucleus, and, if we stay together, we
are capable of anything."

Wooster field hockey team finished
fourth in the, North Coast Athletic
Conference. They posted a
overall record last year and lost four
of their encounters by the margin of
only a single goal. Of their first 10
games they won four, lost four and
tied two, but in the second half of the
season, they came back to win five
of their remaining eight games. One
of the highlights of last season was
the 2 victory the Lady Scots reDenison.
corded over arch-rivThe coaches seemed reasonably
happy with last season's performance; they are expecting .however,
much more from the team this year.
According to assistant coach Tamra
Barnes, there are 14 new players on
the rosier, but the top five scorers
from a year ago are also on the team.

Much is expected from Katie Ewig
'97 and Meghan McLaughlin '98,
who are both experienced and leading players on their side. Both forward Laurel Conly '98 and Jaime
DiFabrizio '98, are also important
members of the squad expecting to
contribute this season. Other key
players include Eileen Imada '99,

Last season The College of
.

.9-7-

.

-2

and Brenda Bakwesgha, Sarah
Harrison, Shanna Jalali, Laurie
Snyder and Kathy Ward 98s.
Heather Heitsenrether '99, first-tea-

m

and
leads the defense for the Lady Scots.
Goalie Susannah S prong '97, with a
save percentage of 0.838 in' 1995,
will definitely play an important part
in the team's performance.
The team will surely miss Katie
Doyle '96, who had a superb career
with the team in which she registered 16 goals and 15 assists. Hinke
Sigmond, an exchange student from
all-confere-

3--

al

all-regi-

nce

on,

the Netherlands, will also be missed
along with the impressive Solvieg
Slavin '96.
Barnes said that to win, the Lady
Scots will have to play with enthusiasm and teamwork. She believes
that the new players ha ve great promise and that the team is a formidable
challenger for the NCAC crown this
year. Head coach Brenda Meese
said that the team is very well prepared and that this should be a very
exciting year. Things look very
promising for us this year as our top
six forwards are back," she said.
The Lady Scots travel this weekend to play in the Oneonta State
Tournament in New York. Interestingly, Brenda Meese was the head
coach for the women's field hockey
team at the State University of New
York at Oneonta. There she guided
the Red Dragons to 10 great seasons
before coming to Wooster.
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Macintosh. More affordable, tlian ever.

With tow student prices on Macintosh" compute rs , you can start doing whatever it is
you want to do. And to make it even easier for you to purchase a Macintosh, apply
.for the Apple Computer Loan. So you can take home a Mac," and you won't have
to make a payment forJX) days" How do you get started? Just visit your campus'
computer store today and pick up a Mac.
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Fall Sports Preview
continued from page 12
Poole '97s are all expected to comhonors as
pete for
one of the most talented senior
classes in recent Lady Scot history. The question for the Lady
Scots this year is not "are they any
good?" but rather "how far will they
go?"
all-confere-

nce

Men's Cross Country

week
action there, taking a
break from competition afterward.
The next scheduled meet is Septwo- -

6th in the NCAC Championship with
no seniors and only one junior runner. This year Willie Drexler '97
team
will anchor a sophomore-lade-n
as the only senior runner. Drexler
had a breakthrough season last year,
finishing 10th in the NCACs and
earning second team
honors. Tony Kauke '98 is joined
all-confere- nce

by Andrew Dawson, Brendan
McCabe and Allyn Peterson '99sn
a team that has several runners who
expect to challenge for top honors in
the conference.
The team will begin its trek on the
road today at Oberlin College. Both
the men and the women will be in

Calendar of Events corrections
The Wdoster Voice's extension is 2S98, and the correct schedule for 1996 fall semester exams is as follows:

tember 14th.

Another young team loaded with
potential and searching for greatness is the Lady Scot soccer team.
Last season was a disappointing one,
following up an NCAC title with a
e
losing
1
record. A
streak at a critical point late in the
year dampened what had until then
been a good season. Despite losing
six players to graduation, much talent is still expected to take the field
this Saturday when they play host to
Heidelberg. Annie Gillespie '98 is
the top returning Scot, knocking in
four goals and five assists last season. Danielle Baughman .'99 and
Megan Mueller '98 are other top
returning players on offense.
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Play ball!
Come and write for The
Wooster Voice sports '

College of Wooster students special pricing:
Tandem: $135.00
Static line: $115.00
Accelerated Freefall: $250.00

section the only team
in town that doesn't
make you wear a jersey.

No appointment or deposit required

CALL

FRIDAY 1213

four-gam-

Defensively, the Ladies boast
Kelly James '97, Jillian Matheson
'97. Laura Snow '98 and Kirsten
Mueller '99 as their forcefield anchored by Denise Drescher '97.
Play begins at 3:00 p.m. Mount
Union will be visiting next Wednesday as conference, play does not
begin until September 26th.
;::;:-;;:;:::;X;:::::;:::;':-

TUESDAY

EXAM TIME

Womti'i Soccer

10-8--

As for the men. the babies of the
NCAC expect to come of age and
contend for records and titles. Last
year's squad finished a respectable
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Malekoff takes over as Athletic Director
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Page 12

Men's
soccer
poised for
title run

Feels balance of athletics and academics at Wooster is a benefit to the athletic program
JAMES W. KOLLER

.

Robert Malekoff, chair of Connecticut College's athletic department, has taken the reins as head of
Wooster's athletic department ,this
fall. He brings youth and optimism
to a department that only recently
has begun recruiting athletes more
heavily. Last season the Scots fell
from first to fourth in the NCAC for
total performance in athletics.
Malekoffsucceeds Bill Mc Henry
as Wooster's athletic director, a position McHenry held for the past
five years. Before retiring, McHenry
had successfully brought the NCAC
title to Wooster for the
first time in conference history.
Malekoff said he sought the position in part because of the strong
base left by McHenry. Commenting on the academic reputation of
Wooster with regard to its athletic
program, Malekoff said. There's a
real balance between the pursuit of

positive in his assessment of
Wooster. The people have been
very welcoming," Malekoff said.

Prior to heading Connecticut
College's program, Malekoff held
the position of Associate Dean of
Athletics at Harvard and National
Consortium Coordinator and Director of Research at the Center for the
Study of Sport in Society at Northeastern University. He graduated
from Bowling Green State University in 1976 with a degree in health
and physical education and earned
an M.A. in health and physical education at the University of Delaware
in 1978. His background in coaching centered on women's soccer and
men's lacrosse during his time at
Princeton from 1978-8Despite the groundwork in place
for a solid athletic future, there are
issues that Malekoff must address.
With Wooster beginning to delve
into recruiting athletes, the academic
integrity of the College may be a
hurdle to success against more aggressive NCAC foes. Also, though
the Scots have a new outdoor track,
there is still no indoor track or tennis
courts. Malekoff must meet these
challenges and more if Wooster is to
ascend to the next level of athletics,
or even to stay at its current position. But with MalekofTs extensive
background there should be no reason Wooster that cannot be competitive into the next millennium.

all-arou- nd

':::''''1':;i'

-

i--
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While many see the academic reputation as a deterrent to recruiting
good athletes, Malekoff sees it as a
bonus. If Wooster is seen as a
institution by prospective athletes, then that same quality of leadership on and- - off the field can be
counted on to court student-athlete-s.

--

top-not-

W

ch

Malekoff says, however, that
.Wooster will still be a primarily
academic college in the future.
What's good for Wooster," he said,
"is good for the athletic program."
MalekofTs main goal for his first
season is primarily to observe. De- -

photo by Eric Bakkea

The new Athletic Director relaxes during a first hectic week

JOE ALLEN
After a mediocre 1 995 season, the
1996 Fighting Scots soccer team is
looking to improve on last year's
performance. With a strong core of
returning starters and some new
faces, the Scots are in a good position to rise above last year's 10-- 8
record, which placed them tied for
fourth in the NCAC.
Last year's team featured a strong
defense, but the inability to score
goals cost the Scots several games.
In the
Coach Graham
Ford and his team worked hard to

5.

academic and athletic success."
-

spite the tragedies involving Kate
Risley '97 and Phillip Yontz '99
early on in at his time at Wooster,'
the new athletic director remains

off-seaso-

strengthen their offensive threat
Brian Hansen '98 and Chris
Cantwell '99 have improved tremendously in the
and
will anchor the offense. MattEging
'00 will help deepen and solidify the
Scot offense in the forward position. Finally. Ryan Catteau '98 will
give midfield support to the strengthened forward line.
Adam Cornea '98 will
have an increased offensive role this
year while trying to maintain bis
fine defensive efforts of the past two
years. His leadership on the field,
both offensive and defensive, will
be important for the Scots success
this season. Comett will lead anoff-seas- on
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Toward Stardom
Scre
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Despite losing key players, teams aim
Scots Smash, Streak and
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How do you replace the top setter
on your team arid
NCAC
server and team
That is
the question that second year volleyball coach Carrie Weygandt m ust
answer to put her team over the .500
mark for the first time in 13 years.
WluTe Sarah Robertson and Brijin
Boddy '96s will be sorely missed
for their leadership and talent, answers must be found in a hurry.
Fortunately, Weygandt has a strong
recruiting cast to supplement a tal
all-ti-
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of the season. NCAC play begins in

For typical cross country teams,
an 8th place finish in the NCAA
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Brad Pierce '99s.
Cornett says that the team will
have to experiment somewhat in the
beginning of the season to see which
combinations of players produce the
best results. Hubbard says that this
team has found the leadership it
needs in unusual places. He went on
to say, "Losing all of the senior
leadership from last year's team
forced us to look for leadership in

please see FALL SPORTS
PREVIEW on page 11

please see MEN'S SOCCER
STARTS on page 10

Regional Championships would be
considered a success. But for the
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in,

Lady Scots' cross country team,
anything less than the best falls into
one category at the start of the next
season to be improved. They may
very well do follow through with a
strong group of returning runners,
led by Emily Gorka '99. Gorka
won four events in the NCAC meet
en route to first-teahonors.
As good as Gorka may be, the
rest of the team is capable of being
even better. Ellen Freeman, Julie
Heck, Molly Metz and Michelle
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first-tim-

while Carrie Zuro '97 returns as the
team leader in kills for the past two
years, averaging better than three
per game last year. Heather Dales
'98 is the force to be reckoned with
in the middle, compiling 113 blocks
last year. Paige Stanton 98 is expected to re invigorate the team, giv-- 1
insthem the on court leadership and
energy needed, through vocal and
Powerbar support. Other returning
spikers include Jodi Deibler 99,
Rose Dombroski '99 and Jenny
Schoedcr'99. The influx of talent

in?

HeldHcKey

Saturdays

e
players will be
from nine
relied on heavily for the Lady Scots
to be successful. This weekend they
hit the road for the River City
Tournament, then remain on Uie
road to play at Baldwin-Wallac- e
Wednesday. Saturday, September 7 will be the first home game

take over the setting from Robertson,

Women's Volleyball

other strong defensive squad, a
Wooster trademark for the past few
seasons, with the other
midfielder Bill Hubbard 97. The
defense possesses a great deal of
maturity, especially among the trio

for conference

ented, though thin, volleyball team.
Manama "Mars" Whyte '97 will

n.
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Thursday- - at'Baldwia- -'
- .Wallace,
6:30p.m. :
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